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Career opportunities continue to rise
for engineering professionals in the U.S.
According to employers who hire engineers
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HIRING
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1. Mechanical engineers

1. Lack of experience

2. Electrical engineers

2. Lack of applicants

3. Manufacturing engineers

3. Lack of hard job skills/
technical skills

4. Chemical engineers

4. Salary demands too high

5. Control systems
engineers

5. Lack of soft skills/
workplace competencies

Engineers likely to explore new
engineering job opportunities in 2016
According to 700 professional engineers
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2. Health benefits
3. Work/life balance
4. Work environment/culture
5. Professional training and
career development

Engineers likely to
change employers in 2016
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How do you compare with
your engineering colleagues?
Satisfaction with
current position
Extremely satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Not satisfied

14%
37 %
33 %
16 %

Probability of remaining in field of
engineering for duration of career
%
Extremely likely

45
Very likely 39 %
Somewhat likely 15 %
%
Not likely Less Than1

Person who most inspired
engineering career choice
A parent
A family member

(other than a parent)
Eng

A science teacher
or professor

A math teacher or professor
A mentor/role model
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Satisfaction with engineering
as a career
% Extremely satisfied
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Probability of recommending
engineering as a career
% Extremely likely
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Confidence in finding a
new engineering position
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Extremely confident
Confident
Not confident
Extremely unconfident

Experis Engineering study “Engineering Talent Supply and Demand” surveyed 700 engineers
and 70 employers who are likely to recruit engineering talent via an online survey. The survey
was designed to be representative of individuals working in an engineering discipline and
employers who hire engineers at their organization. The survey was made available during
the time frame of January 19 – January 27, 2016.
Engineers who responded were 85% male and 15% female. The greatest number, 28%, had 25 or more
years of experience, and 15% had 1-5 years experience. In addition, 13% of respondents had 6-10 years
of experience, 11% with 11-15 years, 10% with 21-25 years, 9% with 16-20 and 5% less than one year.
The greatest number of respondents were manufacturing engineers (12%), followed by mechanical
engineers (10%), and electronics, quality assurance and chemical engineers (7% each).

As the leader in project solutions and professional talent resourcing, Experis™ accelerates business
growth while matching professionals to rewarding IT, Finance and Engineering opportunities with
industry-leading organizations – helping accelerate careers, while delivering better results for our
clients. Experis is part of ManpowerGroup,® the world leader in innovative workforce solutions.
Learn more at Experis.us/engineering
or search available opportunities at ExperisJobs.us/engineering .
Celebrate the field of engineering and contributions to the profession by
sharing your experience using @Experis_US and #eweek2016. Experis
Engineering is a proud participant and supporter of Engineers Week,
February 21-27, 2016.

